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Introduction for MKPI

This month column MK NEWS is about SOBA in

Japanese, or you can say Buckwheat noodles.

I guess that almost all of you have ever heard about it,

because now Japanese food is well known as the very

healthy

and many people have interest in Japanese food in

world wide. And this is the very important thing that

what I have to focus is that

SOBA is the most health food among Japanese food.

Firstly, SOBA would depress your blood glucose level

after meal, as you know that most of meal you have

usually would make your glucose level increased.

Is this point beyond your thought ?

Secondly, SOBA includes many nutrition, for example,

Rutin Catechin Vitamin and huge Dietary fibers in it.

These helps your body not to be old or helps to avoid

virus and helps to avoid Arteriosclerosis。

As I explain about SOBA would be efficient for health,

you have interest in what is SOBA made of.

SOBA is made of grain like wheat or rice. When it

comes to history for SOBA, SOBA appeared around 400

years ago.

SOBA is strongly against drought and cold. And most

important thing is that we have not to choose place to

Cultivate.

We can harvest stably even if bad harvest. And SOBA

was the food that saved from famine people.

Old people kneaded natural SOBA in many times

When you are going to consider your health to be

better, I recommend you SOBA.

MKPI formal name is PT MK PRIMA INDONESIA.

They are our factory in Indonesia,

firstly let me introduce from their history.

They started in 1979 years, PT.Indoprima Gemilang

signed a Technical Assistance Agreement with MK

Kashiyama Corporation

from Nagano, Japan, for the manufacturing of

automotive brake-shoe in Indonesia.

In 1996, they Started producing asbestos-free brake-

shoes and pads for the export market.

Comparing production quantity between japan and

Indonesia,

About 350,000 sets in Japan per year and about

3,200,000 sets in Indonesia per year.

As mentioned above, MKPI is our most important

partner to support world brake being in safe.

Not only export for world wide, MKPI is providing Brake

PAD and SHOE to their domestic under many car mar in

Indonesia.
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SOBA

海外でも人気の日本食「そば」を英語で紹介しよう！

-ネイティブキャンプ英会話ブログ (nativecamp.net)
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■Newly start Product at Japan Factory (Existing MK Item)

          K2378    is available in Japan from March order.

■Newly start Product at Indonesia Factory (Existing MK Item)

          D2140M / K2431 / K9999    are available in Indonesia from March order.

■Newly start Products with SHIM (Existing MK Item)

MK No. Origin

D2193H Made in Indonesia

D2202H Made in Indonesia

D2242H Made in Indonesia

D2281H Made in Indonesia

D2374H Made in Indonesia

D6085H Made in Indonesia

■PRODUCT DRAWING CHANGES
I will inform you that there was a difference between the product and the drawing.  

K4451 has a wear limited step on the side of the lining, but the drawing did not show this step. 

With this change, the drawing has changed to show a wear limited step, and the difference was eliminated. 

(Genuine products have the same specifications that has this step) 

We have been changed the product drawing on paper catalog 2022-2023 version and online catalog. 
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